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TeamMate makes life simple: with a range of truly innovative furniture solutions to suit any application. 
Aesthetically pleasing, modular and practical, TeamMate products are designed to stand the test of time.

Connect:

Features & Benefits

>>   Variable height mobile 
screen stand for large 
format displays.

>>  Supports screens of 100kg 

>>  Factory upgrade to support  
      screens up to 150kg 

>>  Fits through standard  
      doorways.

>>  Accepts screens up to 100”  
      diagonal

>>  Universal screen mount.

>>  Four high quality lockable  
     castors.

>>  Lockable access doors for  
     quick and easy access.

>>  Interface for two power       
     sockets and two cable  
     grommets.

>>  Laptop support tray optional  
     ergo arm for extending  
     laptop tray.

>>  Built in discrete cable  
     management with inputs for  
     network and IEC power.

>>  Finished in silk black with  
      stainless steel trim 

VariHite Presenter Multi Platform (VHMP)
Support for large screens: stylish, stable and surprisingly versatile.

MODEL: VHMP

Overview

TeamMate VHMP is a screen trolley with a difference.  

With the attention to detail that TeamMate products are 
renowned for, this multi-functional mobile flat panel display 
unit is designed to support most large format screens, with 
a maximum weight of 150kg and 100” diameter. The VHMP 
can accommodate an internal computer or 19” rack mounted 
components such as VC codec up to 4U.  

Also fitted with twin power sockets and twin cable grommet 
holes to connect with laptops or tablets this complete solution 
is both versatile and adaptable offering a sustainable, safe 
solution for presentation environments.
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VHMP Technical specifications:

>>   Mobile stand on 4 locking castors.

>>  Low level connection port for RJ45 (network) and IEC power  
     cable.

>>  Cable management path to upper equipment chassis.

>>  Dual lifting actuators electrically operated. Maximum screen  
     weight 100kg. 

>>  Factory upgrade to a maximum weight of 150kg with quad  
     lifting actuators.

>>  Upper equipment chassis with 2 lockable doors.

>>  Integrated twin power socket for external devices on outside of  
     chassis.

>>  Tower PC shelf with anti-theft straps for integrated computer.

>>  Twin cable ports for external devices.

>>  Re-locatable, size adjustable laptop shelf.

>>  Internal 4 way three pin UK mains strip.

>>  Universal mounting for flat screen display.

>>  Finish in black silk powder coat and stainless steel panels.

VHMP weights and dimensions:

>>   Shipping size: 1 unit on pallet
     -Dim: 1350mm (W) x 950mm (D) x 1650 (H)

>>  Weight without FSD:
      -VHMP 100kg (239lbs)

      -VHMP HD 150kg (265lbs)

>>  Weight with packaging:
      -VHMP 136kg (300lbs)

      -VHMP HD 148kg (327lbs)


